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ABSTRACT26

We report the discovery of a candidate galaxy with a photo-z of z ∼ 14 in the first epoch of the27

JWST Cosmic Evolution Early Release Science (CEERS) Survey. Following conservative selection28

criteria we identify a robust source at zphot = 14.3+0.4
−1.1 (1σ uncertainty) with mF277W = 27.8, and29

>5σ detections in five filters. This object (Maisie’s Galaxy) exhibits F150W−F200W>2.5 mag with30

a blue continuum slope, resulting in 99.99% (87%) of the photo-z PDF favoring z > 10 (13). All data31

quality images show no artifacts at the candidate’s position, and independent analyses consistently32

find a strong preference for z > 13. The source may be marginally detected in HST F160W, which if33

included would widen the lower-redshift bound to z ∼12.5, and would require very strong Lyα emission34

(& 300Å rest-EW) indicating an early ionized bubble. Its colors are inconsistent with Galactic stars,35

and it is resolved (rh =330+/−30 pc). Maisie’s Galaxy appears modestly massive (log M∗/M�∼36

8.5) and highly star-forming (log sSFR∼−7.9 yr−1), with a blue rest-UV color (β ∼ −2.3) indicating37

little dust though not extremely low metallicities. While the presence of this source is in tension with38

most predictions, it agrees with empirical extrapolations assuming a smoothly declining SFR density.39

Should followup spectroscopy validate this redshift, our Universe was already aglow with galaxies less40

than 300 Myr after the Big Bang.41

Keywords: Early universe (435); Galaxy formation (595); Galaxy evolution (594); High-redshift galax-42

ies (734)43

1. INTRODUCTION44
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The study of galaxy evolution is the ultimate human45

origin story – not just how did our species, planet or46

Solar System come to be, but this field seeks to answer47

how our Milky Way Galaxy came to be. One method to48

study our Galactic origins is to study the earliest build-49
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ing blocks of the Milky Way by searching for and ana-50

lyzing galaxies forming in the early Universe. The ad-51

vent of the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) on the Hubble52

Space Telescope (HST) pushed our cosmic horizons well53

into the epoch of reionization, the time when energetic54

photons (presumably from massive stars in early galax-55

ies) ionized the gas in the intergalactic medium (IGM;56

e.g. Finkelstein 2016; Stark 2016; Robertson 2021, and57

references therein). These studies found that the z = 6–58

10 universe is teeming with galaxies, with thousands of59

galaxy candidates known, including spectroscopic con-60

firmations out to z ∼ 11 (Oesch et al. 2016; Jiang et al.61

2021).62

One key focus in these studies has been the evolution63

of the cosmic star-formation rate density (SFRD). This64

quantity is well known to rise from the present day to the65

peak of cosmic star-formation at z ∼ 2–3, then declin-66

ing again to early times (e.g. Madau & Dickinson 2014).67

As the aforementioned WFC3 studies pushed to higher68

redshifts, it became of interest to study whether the cos-69

mic SFRD, which exhibited a smooth decline from z =70

4–8 (e.g. Bouwens et al. 2015; Finkelstein et al. 2015),71

continued to decline smoothly to even higher redshifts.72

Results in the literature were mixed, with some studies73

finding evidence for an accelerated decline in the SFRD74

(e.g. Oesch et al. 2018; Bouwens et al. 2021), while others75

found that observations supported a continued smooth76

decline (e.g. Coe et al. 2013; McLeod et al. 2016; Finkel-77

stein & Bagley 2022). Simulations do make predictions78

for the evolution of the SFRD, but these predictions79

span a wide range (e.g. Gnedin 2016; Dayal & Ferrara80

2018; Tacchella et al. 2018; Yung et al. 2019; Behroozi81

et al. 2020).82

Part of the difficulty of such studies is the near-heroic83

observational effort needed to study galaxies at z ∼ 1084

with HST. These galaxies become more and more diffi-85

cult to see with this 2.4m ultraviolet (UV)/optical/near-86

IR telescope, and at these high-redshifts they become87

single-band detections, leaving the z & 11 universe88

opaque to our understanding. To avoid being dominated89

by spurious sources, studies employ a variety of vetting90

criteria to ensure robust samples of candidate galaxies91

(e.g. Bouwens et al. 2021; Bagley et al. 2022; Finkel-92

stein et al. 2022), which makes it difficult to estimate93

the sample completeness and thereby to obtain a robust94

estimate of the SFRD.95

This all changes with the advent of the James Webb96

Space Telescope (JWST). The dramatic increase in light-97

gathering power coupled with the infrared sensitivity98

makes this telescope the ideal machine to push our cos-99

mic horizons to the epoch of the first galaxies. As the100

first JWST images arrive it is natural to wonder what101

these early data tell us about the rise of star-formation102

in the early universe. If the SFRD really declines as103

steeply at z > 8 as has been proposed, few galaxies at104

z > 11 should be detectable in early JWST data. If the105

decline is instead more gradual one might expect to dis-106

cover galaxies at z ∼ 12 or even higher. In just the first107

week since the data have been released exciting results108

already indicate significant star formation is occurring109

at z > 11 (e.g. Castellano et al. 2022; Naidu et al. 2022).110

As another early probe of this epoch, here we report111

on a search for the highest redshift (z = 12–15) galax-112

ies in the first epoch of imaging from the Cosmic Evo-113

lution Early Release Science Survey (CEERS; Finkel-114

stein et al. in prep). These data were among the first115

Cycle 1 science exposures taken, and were included in116

the first publicly released data on July 14. §2 describes117

the observations and data reduction, while §3 describes118

our photometry, photometric redshift measurement, and119

sample selection procedure. §4 presents our results, and120

we discuss these results in §5. Our conclusions are pre-121

sented in §6. In this paper we assume the latest Planck122

flat ΛCDM cosmology with H0 =67.36, Ωm =0.3153,123

and ΩΛ =0.6847 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2020). All124

magnitudes are in the absolute bolometric system (AB125

Oke & Gunn 1983).126

2. OBSERVATIONS127

2.1. CEERS Data128

CEERS is one of 13 early release science surveys de-129

signed to obtain data covering all areas of astronomy130

early in Cycle 1. CEERS is based around a mosaic of 10131

NIRCam pointings, with six obtaining NIRSpec in par-132

allel, and four with MIRI in parallel (four of these point-133

ings also include NIRCam wide-field slitless grism spec-134

troscopy). Here we make use of the first four CEERS135

NIRCam pointings, obtained on 21 June 2022, known136

as CEERS1, CEERS2, CEERS3, and CEERS6.137

In each pointing, data were obtained in the short-138

wavelength (SW) channel F115W, F150W, and F200W139

filters, and long-wavelength (LW) channel F277W,140

F356W, F410M, and F444W filters. The total exposure141

time for pixels observed in all three dithers was typically142

2835 s per filter. The exception is F115W, which ob-143

tained double the exposure time to increase the depth144

on the filter covering the wavelength range below the145

Lyman-α break at z > 10. The full details on the read-146

out and dither patterns will be available in the CEERS147

overview paper (Finkelstein et al. in prep).148

2.2. Data Reduction149

We performed a careful initial reduction of the NIR-150

Cam images in all four pointings, using version 1.5.3151
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of the JWST Calibration Pipeline1 with some custom152

modifications. We used the current (15 July 2022) set153

of NIRCam reference files2, though we note that the154

majority were created pre-flight, including the flats and155

photometric calibration references. We describe our re-156

duction steps below, and present more details in Bagley157

et al. (in prep).158

Beginning with the raw data, we used Stage 1 of the159

pipeline with all default parameters to apply detector-160

level corrections, fit the ramps in each integration, and161

output countrate maps. We next performed a cus-162

tom step to remove 1/f noise, which is correlated noise163

introduced in the images during the detector readout164

that presents as horizontal and vertical striping patterns165

(Schlawin et al. 2020). We applied the flat field to the166

countrate maps to ensure we were measuring the 1/f167

noise pattern on a flat image. We then masked all bad168

pixels and source flux, using Photutils (Bradley et al.169

2020) to detect sources and dilating the resulting seg-170

mentation map by 21 pixels. First for each row and171

then each column, we measured a sigma-clipped me-172

dian value and subtracted this value from the un-flat-173

fielded countrate map. In the SW channel images, this174

correction was performed amplifier-by-amplifier. How-175

ever, we measured the median across each full row in the176

LW images, as an amplifier-dependent correction would177

be biased by the significant residual flat field structure178

present in the LW images due to our use of ground flat179

reference files.180

After processing the cleaned countrate maps through181

Stage 2 of the pipeline, we performed an astrometric cal-182

ibration using an edited version of the TweakReg step183

of the pipeline. The TweakReg step detects sources in184

each input image, identifies their counterparts in the185

reference catalog, and calculates a rotation and a shift186

in x and y to correct the image WCS. In lieu of us-187

ing the default options that allow for alignment to Gaia188

DR2, we used a reference catalog derived from a HST189

F160W 0.03′′/pixel mosaic3 in the EGS field with as-190

trometry tied to Gaia-EDR3 (see Koekemoer et al. 2011,191

for details). We found that due to initial WCS offsets192

between detectors, we had to align exposures in sepa-193

rate groups. We fit module A and B separately for the194

LW images, and fit the SW images in three sets: (1)195

all module A detectors, (2) detector B2, and (3) the re-196

maining three detectors of module B. We first aligned197

F200W to the F160W reference catalog, and then used198

1 jwst-pipeline.readthedocs.io
2 jwst-crds.stsci.edu, jwst nircam 0214.imap
3 ceers.github.io/hdr1.html

Photutils to create a new reference catalog in F200W,199

which we used to align all other NIRCam filters. We200

cleaned the F200W reference catalog of all sources near201

detector edges and spurious sources around diffraction202

spikes and in the noise around bright sources, and con-203

sidered only compact sources in the magnitude range204

18 < m200 < 27.205

We fit and removed a single value in MJy/sr from each206

calibrated detector image separately before coadding the207

images onto a common output grid. The coadding was208

performed using the drizzle algorithm with an inverse209

variance map weighting (Fruchter & Hook 2002; Caser-210

tano et al. 2000) via the Resample step in the pipeline.211

The output mosaics have pixels scales of 0.′′03/pixel. The212

median astrometric offset in each filter and NIRCam213

pointing is .0.005′′, and the RMS is ∼0.025.′′ – 0.03′′214

(∼ 1 pixel). In one detector of one NIRCam pointing215

(CEERS1), there were not enough compact sources with216

significant signal-to-noise to find a satisfactory WCS so-217

lution. As a result, the alignment in this region is off218

by several pixels, and so we have masked this region219

(∼ 1/32 of the total area) in our analysis. Additionally,220

the pipeline-produced ERR maps contain a bug result-221

ing in low-rms holes, and so we made effective rms maps222

as the inverse square root of the weight maps. The us-223

able total area covered by these observations, calculated224

from the number of pixels with low effective error-map225

values in all of the F115W, F150W, F200W, F277W,226

and the detection image (see below) is 34.5 arcmin2.227

We note that our data reduction represents a prelimi-228

nary version, with several aspects that will be improved229

with the release of updated NIRCam reference files. We230

also have not removed the features known as “wisps”231

and “snowballs” from the mosaics at this time. How-232

ever, the wisp features are removed during our back-233

ground subtraction (see Section 3.1). Additionally, we234

have carefully inspected all input exposures to ensure235

that the fluxes in all filters are unaffected by snowballs236

(see Section 4.2).237

3. METHODOLOGY238

3.1. Photometric Catalog Construction239

The full details of our photometric analysis will be240

presented in Finkelstein et al. (2022d, in prep; here-241

after F22d); here we briefly summarize our procedures242

(many of which are similar to Finkelstein et al. 2022).243

The data products from our modified data reduction244

pipeline come in the form of multi-extension “i2d” files.245

We first estimate and subtract any residual background246

using a custom Python-based algorithm. This routine247

iteratively convolves the image with Gaussian kernels248

of progressively smaller sizes, then uses Photutils to249

jwst-pipeline.readthedocs.io
jwst-crds.stsci.edu
ceers.github.io/hdr1.html
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mask pixels identified with sources in four iterations to250

mask progressively smaller sources, dilating the masks251

in between iterations, then measuring the background252

after masking with photutils.Background2D.253

The i2d file was split into separate extensions, sub-254

tracting this background from the SCI extension. Em-255

pirical PSFs were made by stacking stars, and the256

F115W, F150W, F200W, and F277W images were PSF-257

matched to the F356W image using pypher. Photom-258

etry was computed on the PSF-matched images using259

Source Extractor (hereafter SE; Bertin & Arnouts260

1996) v2.25.0 in two image mode, with an inverse-261

variance weighted combination of the PSF-matched262

F277W and F356W images as the detection image, with263

photometry measured on all seven bands.264

Colors were measured in small Kron apertures with a265

Kron factor of 0.8 and a Kron minimum radius of 1.1;266

this is smaller than previous studies, which we found267

necessary to keep the elliptical aperture close to the268

significant isophotes of small, faint galaxies. An aper-269

ture correction was derived in the F356W catalog as270

the ratio between the flux measured in the default Kron271

aperture (with PHOT AUTOPARAMS 2.5, 3.5) to that272

in our small Kron aperture. This correction was ap-273

plied to all fluxes and uncertainties. We use the CEERS274

simulated imaging4 to test the accuracy of this proce-275

dure, finding that after this aperture correction, total276

fluxes were underestimated by∼10-15%, rising to 22% in277

F444W (understandable due to the larger point-spread278

function [PSF] in F444W as the photometric apertures279

were defined on F356W). We apply these simulation-280

based corrections (comparable to similar corrections ap-281

plied in HST studies; Finkelstein et al. e.g. 2022) to all282

fluxes and uncertainties to complete our total flux mea-283

surements. All fluxes and uncertainties were corrected284

for Galactic attenuation assuming a field-averaged E(B-285

V)=0.006 and a Cardelli et al. (1989) Milky Way at-286

tenuation curve. We also measure fluxes in a range of287

circular apertures; as these are used for detection sig-288

nificance tests, we do not correct them to total fluxes289

(though they are still corrected for Galactic attenua-290

tion).291

The pipeline error and weight maps do not presently292

have the correct scaling; thus we derive flux uncertain-293

ties directly from the data, following Finkelstein et al.294

(2022), based on previous methodology outlined in Pa-295

povich et al. (2016). We fit for the noise as a func-296

tion of aperture size by measuring the fluxes at ∼5×103
297

randomly-placed positions in 15 circular apertures with298

4 Simulated Data Release 3; ceers.github.io/sdr3.html

diameters ranging from 1 – 100 pixels, fitting a poly-299

nomial function to the standard deviation in aperture300

fluxes as a function of the number of pixels in each aper-301

ture. We then use this function to calculate the photo-302

metric uncertainties for each object for a given aperture303

area. These values were scaled by the ratio of the er-304

ror image value at the central position of a given source305

to the median error value of the whole map. All aper-306

ture and Galactic attenuation corrections were applied307

to these uncertainties. Finally, around each source in308

our catalog, we calculate a “local” noise estimate, as the309

standard deviation in flux values from these previously310

placed random apertures within a 300 pixel radius of a311

source (increasing the radius when necessary to reach a312

minimum of 50 apertures).313

The NIRCam photometric zero points used for the314

data reduction are based on pre-flight measurements.315

The throughputs of NIRCam are reported to be close316

to or higher than the pre-flight measurements (Rigby317

et al. 2022, see their Figure 8). To validate our318

photometry, we fit stellar-population models to ∼4000319

spectroscopically-selected galaxies in CANDELS and320

used those models to predict the NIRCam fluxes in all321

of the bands. The predicted fluxes agree to within 2-322

5% (depending on the band) with the measured JWST323

photometry using the pre-flight zero points (see F22d324

for more details on this test).325

3.2. Photometric Redshifts326

We use the eazy (Brammer et al. 2008) software pack-327

age to estimate photometric redshifts for all sources328

in our photometric catalog. eazy fits non-negative329

linear combinations of user-supplied templates to de-330

rive probability distribution functions (PDFs) for the331

redshift, based on the quality of fit of the various332

template combinations to the observed photometry for333

a given source. The template set we use includes334

the “tweak fsps QSF 12 v3” set of 12 templates recom-335

mended by the eazy documentation. To this we add336

a set of six additional templates spanning bluer colors337

than the FSPS models, as Larson et al. (2022, in prep)338

found that these improve the accuracy of photometric339

redshift fits for the expected blue colors of z > 9 galax-340

ies. We do not use the luminosity prior (e.g., a flat prior341

is assumed) as the epoch in question is completely unex-342

plored. Our fiducial eazy run uses our Kron-aperture343

measured colors. We also perform two ancillary runs344

which we use for later vetting. One uses fluxes measured345

in 0.3′′ circular apertures (to cover the possibility that a346

Kron ellipse was drawn inaccurately, which happens in347

the presence of bright neighbors). A second run had a348

ceers.github.io/sdr3.html
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maximum redshift of z = 7 to allow the exploration of349

secondary redshift solutions.350

3.3. Sample Selection351

To select our sample of candidate very high redshift352

galaxies, we follow previous work done by our team353

(Finkelstein et al. 2015; Rojas-Ruiz et al. 2020; Finkel-354

stein et al. 2022; Bagley et al. 2022). We make use of355

both photometric signal-to-noise criteria, to ensure ro-356

bust photometric detections (to minimize the chance of357

a spurious signal), and ensure robust non-detections be-358

low the Lyman-α break. We add to these several criteria359

based off of the full eazy redshift PDF (denoted P(z)).360

We note that the criteria imposed here are fairly con-361

servative - we wish to identify the most robust highest-362

redshift candidates. Future work will explore how to363

relax some of these criteria to improve sample complete-364

ness, without introducing unacceptable levels of contam-365

ination.366

To derive an initial sample of z > 12 galaxies, we first367

impose all following requirements:368

• Signal-to-noise (SNR) in both F200W and F277W369

> 6 in conservatively small 0.2′′ (6.7-pixel) diam-370

eter apertures for these measurements, using both371

the fiducial (global) and local noise estimates.372

• Error map values < 1000 (indicating coverage by373

the majority of exposures) in F115W, F150W,374

F200W, F277W and the detection image.375

• Initial more inclusive photometric redshift cuts of376 ∫
P(z > 8) ≥ 0.9, zbest > 8.5, χ2

EAZY < 20 (to377

reject poor eazy fits), and that the ∆z = 1 integer378

redshift bin (zsample) with the largest integrated379

P(z) to be at zsample ≥ 9.380

• Objects at zsample > 10 must have SNR ≤ 2.0381

in F115W, while objects at zsample > 13 must382

have a SNR ≤ 2.0 in both F115W and F150W (in383

both the global and local noise in 0.2′′-diameter384

apertures). These redshifts correspond to the385

wavelength of the Lyman-α break leaving a given386

dropout filter.387

• F200W magnitude < 29, to focus on well-detected388

objects regardless of formal SNR.389

After this initial set of selection criteria, we examined390

the resulting objects. We inspected their spectral-energy391

distributions (SEDs), image stamps, and P(z) plots. We392

noticed several low-confidence sources which could be393

identified with further automated cuts. We thus imple-394

mented this additional set of selection criteria:395

• We additionally implement all of the above detec-396

tion significance criteria, both in the detection and397

dropout bands, in a 0.3′′-diameter aperture to ac-398

count for situations where faint flux was visible399

slightly off-center of the source barycenter (espe-400

cially important given the astrometric scatter dis-401

cussed in §2).402

• We require the χ2 from an additional eazy run403

with a maximum redshift of seven to have a404

significantly worse fit than our fiducial run via405

χ2
Low−z − χ2

fiducial > 4.406

• We impose a single color cut of F200W - F444W407

< 1 to reduce the incidence of red low-redshift in-408

terlopers. This is similar to the color cuts simu-409

lated by Hainline et al. (2020) and implemented410

by Castellano et al. (2022).411

• To account for situations where the Kron aper-412

ture could be affected by nearby bright sources,413

we also require
∫
P(z > 8) ≥ 0.5 from an indepen-414

dent eazy run performed with colors measured in415

0.3′′ circular apertures.416

• We require the integrated P(z) at 12 < z < 15 to417

be higher than that at 8.5 < z < 10 or 10 < z <418

12, to hone in on the highest-redshift galaxies.419

Running the above selection process on all four fields,420

we initially find 12 z > 12 galaxy candidates. We per-421

form an initial visual inspection of these candidates, in-422

specting 1.5′′ image stamps in all filters, and 5′′ image423

cutouts in F200W and the detection image. We find424

three objects are obvious artifacts; one due to an image425

edge, and two due to cosmic-ray residual “snowballs”.426

After removal of these three, this initial sample consis-427

tent of nine candidate z > 12 galaxies, 1, 5, 1 and 2 in428

the CEERS1, CEERS2, CEERS3 and CEERS6 point-429

ings, respectively.430

Of these nine candidates, we noticed that multiple431

sources exhibited SNR > 1.5 in either F115W or F150W.432

As our goal is a conservatively robust sample of extreme-433

redshift sources, we elect to further remove sources with434

SNR = 1.5–2 in either of F115W or F150W in our fidu-435

cial 0.2′′-diameter apertures, leaving five sources. How-436

ever, these flux levels are only of marginal significance,437

and could easily be due to image noise or even faint438

line-of-sight interlopers. We explore this by estimat-439

ing the probability that flux at the 1-2 σ level, from440

statistical fluctuations or low-surface brightness inter-441

vening sources, is detected in the dropout bands of442

high-redshift galaxies. We did this by placing at ran-443

dom in the dropout image 5×104 photometric apertures444
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F606W+F814W F115W+F150W F200W F277W F356W F410M+F444W

Figure 1. Top) 1.8′′× 1.8′′ cutout images centered on the position of Maisie’s Galaxy in the non-PSF-matched images. This
source exhibits the hallmark colors of a distant galaxy – no discernible flux in a dropout band (we show stacked F606W+F814W
and F115W+F150W images; the circle has a radius of 0.3′′) and a significant detection in the bluest detection band (F200W
in this case). The wide wavelength range of NIRCam allows this source to be well-detected in multiple filters, and in the
imaging alone it is clear this source exhibits a blue spectral shape. Bottom) Same ordering as the top, for sky-uncertainty maps
constructed from the variance of the readout noise, all using a linear scale from 0.33 to 3× the robustly-measured sky standard
deviation in each band. The patchiness of the uncertainties is due to loss of exposure time when cosmic-rays are detected and
rejected in the multiple readouts or in outlier rejection when combining the dithered exposures (the 2× larger original pixel scale
of the long-wavelength channels results in larger patches than the short-wavelength channels). The uncertainty arrays show no
excess in rejected pixels near the candidate galaxy.

of the same size as those used for the candidates and445

count the number of detections at a given SNR level.446

We found that SNR=1.5-significance flux was detected447

25.1% (26.4%) of the time in F115W (F150W), and448

SNR=2-significance flux was detected 24.1% (25.0%).449

This implies that many of the candidates removed due450

to our strict dropout SNR criteria (including those listed451

in the Appendix) may be genuine high-redshift sources.452

As a final vetting step, we measure fluxes at the po-453

sitions of the remaining five candidate galaxies in the454

CANDELS ACS (e.g., Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer455

et al. 2011) imaging, using the new v1.9 images released456

by the CEERS team (updating astrometry to GAIA).457

As our NIRCam images were not on the same pixel grid458

as the ACS images, we measure forced photometry in459

0.2′′-diameter apertures using the methodology outlined460

in §4.1 of Finkelstein et al. (2022). We find that three461

sources have SNR >1.5 in at least one HST ACS im-462

age (details are in the appendix table), thus following463

our conservative dropout criteria, we remove these three464

sources from our sample.465

After the above process, our sample included two can-466

didate z > 12 galaxies. Of these two candidates, one467

appears robustly detected with SNR > 10 in several fil-468

ters, while the other only just satisfied our detection469

Table 1. Properties of Maisie’s Galaxy

Property Value

Source ID CEERSJ141946.35+525632.8

RA (J2000 [deg]) 214.943153

Dec (J2000 [deg]) 52.942449

zEAZY 14.3+0.4
−1.1

TBigBang 286+36
−10 Myr

MUV (mag) −20.3+0.1
−0.1

β −2.32+0.11
−0.20

log (M∗/M�) 8.45+0.33
−0.32

Av (mag) 0.06+0.23
−0.04

SFR10Myr (M� yr−1) 4.1+4.2
−3.5

log sSFR10Myr (yr−1) −7.9+0.7
−0.9

Mass-weighted Age (Myr) 16+45
−6

Note—TBigBang is the time elapsed from the Big Bang to the
photometric redshift for our assumed cosmology. The phys-
ical properties listed below the horizontal line were derived
with Prospector.

significance criteria in two filters. We thus focus the re-470

mainder of this paper on the more robust source (the471

other object is ID 971 in the appendix table, and will472

be analyzed in future work).473
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4. RESULTS474

4.1. A Robust Galaxy Candidate at z = 14475

This source, CEERSJ141946.35+525632.8, hereafter476

known as “Maisie’s Galaxy”5 was detected in the477

CEERS2 field. Promisingly, it was first identified in478

the earliest (v0.02) internal CEERS reduction in this479

field, being the first z ∼ 14 candidate viewed on 18 July,480

2022. In each subsequent reduction, this source contin-481

ued to satisfy all selection criteria, becoming progres-482

sively more robust as the data became cleaner. Several483

CEERS team members viewed all nine potential z ∼ 14484

candidates above on 22 July 2022, and agreed on the485

robustness of this source. The photometric redshift of486

this source is z = 14.3+0.4
−1.1, which (for our assumed cos-487

mology) corresponds to an age of the Universe of 286+36
−10488

Myr. The properties of this galaxy are summarized in489

Table 1, and we list its photometry in Table 2.490

Figure 1 shows cutouts of this candidate galaxy in the491

NIRCam bands, while Figure 2 shows two color com-492

posites. Figure 3 shows the observed spectral energy493

distribution of our candidate with photometric redshift494

fits. The confidence of this source as a robust very high-495

redshift galaxy is easy to see from all three of these fig-496

ures. The Lyman-α break color, here F150W-F200W, is497

>2.5 mag (1σ), completely eliminating any known low-498

redshift interloper. Such a model would need to have499

an extremely red color to match our F150W-F200W500

>2.5 mag break, but then have a very blue color. While501

lower-redshift passive or dusty galaxies can mimic high-502

redshift Lyman-α breaks, the observed >2.5 mag break503

is much larger than known populations of low-redshift504

galaxies. Such galaxies would also be fairly red redward505

of the break. Though differential geometry could accom-506

modate UV spectral slopes as blue as β ∼ − 1, this ob-507

ject has β ∼ −2.3 (see §5.1; Casey et al. 2014). The sig-508

nificant detection in four broadband filters also rules out509

low-redshift extreme emission line galaxies. We show as510

the orange curve in Figure 3 eazy’s best-fitting low-511

redshift model, which is ruled out at high confidence.512

Based on the non-detection in F150W and strong detec-513

tion in F200W, the implied redshift is z > 13. This is514

confirmed by the eazy fit, shown as the blue line, which515

prefers z ∼ 14.3 (due to the slightly red F200W-F277W,516

indicating the Lyα break is just inside the blue side of517

F200W).518

5 This exceptional source survived all detailed analysis steps, firmly
becoming a plausible candidate on the ninth birthday of the lead
author’s daughter. We adopt this short name for convenience in
this and future papers.

1 kpc 1 kpc

Figure 2. Three-color images of Maisie’s Galaxy. The left
image is a composite of HST/ACS F606W and F814W in
blue, F115W and F150W in green, and F200W in red. This
shows the galaxy candidate as red due to the very high red-
shift resulting in no detected flux in the filters assigned to
the blue and green colors. The right image shows an approx-
imated “true” rest-UV color image, composed entirely of the
long-wavelength channel filters F277W in blue, F356W in
green, F410M+F444W in red). As we discuss further in §4,
intrinsically this galaxy is quite blue. The scale bar corre-
sponds to 1 (physical) kpc assuming z = 14 at a scale of 0.3′′

per kpc.

4.2. Fidelity of Candidate519

Figure 1 shows 1.8′′ cutout images of this source at520

multiple wavelengths. This source shows the expected521

pattern for a high-redshift galaxy, with no significant522

flux in mutliple dropout bands, with robust flux in red-523

der bands. The very sharp break between F150W and524

F200W is consistent with a redshift of z > 13. The525

advantage of JWST is clear here, as this source is well-526

detected in all five NIRCam filters redward of the break.527

This multi-band detection essentially eliminates the pos-528

sibility of a spurious nature. Of note is that while per-529

sistence from previous observations affected several HST530

programs (see discussion in Finkelstein et al. 2022 and531

Bagley et al. 2022), CEERS observed with the bluest fil-532

ters first, thus any flux from persistence would be most533

apparent in F115W.534

To further rule out a spurious nature, the science, er-535

ror, and data-quality images were visually inspected at536

the position(s) of the best candidate(s). This is to en-537

sure that the detected sources in the co-added images538

are not just chance super-positions of regions that were539

affected by cosmic rays or other artifacts. In the case of540

the z ∼ 14 candidate, the source is visible in all of the541

individual F200W, F277W, and F356W exposures, and542

overlaps with a cosmic ray in only a few images. Even in543

those cases, the cosmic rays that are masked in the data-544

quality array are of the typical size that is cleanly re-545

jected in the jump-detection step of the pipeline. There546

were no overlaps with the larger “snowball” charged-547

particle events.548
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Figure 3. Left) The circles denote our fiducial photometry, with blue, green and red denoting HST/ACS, and NIRCam short
and long-wavelength instruments, respectively. This SED exhibits the hallmark shape of a high-redshift galaxy, with several
non-detections in blue filters, followed by significant detections with a blue spectral slope. The arrows denote 1σ upper limits.
The F150W-F200W break color is >2.5 mag (1σ), which is sufficient to rule out all low-redshift solutions. The purple curve
shows the best-fitting eazy model at z = 14.3, which has an extremely good fit with χ2 = 0.5. The orange curve shows
the result if we force eazy to find a solution at z < 7. This model is unable to match the amplitude of the break as well
as the slope redward of the break, and is correspondingly ruled out at high confidence (χ2

low−z = 23.7). Right) Photometric
redshift probability distribution functions for Maisie’s Galaxy. The thick purple curve shows the fiducial PDF from eazy, which
exhibits no low-redshift solution and a peak at z = 14.3+0.4

−1.1. The remaining curves show the results from independent runs with
Prospector, Bagpipes, Cigale and Dense Basis (see §5). All results significantly prefer a z > 12 solution, with all four
codes finding best-fit redshifts nearly identical to eazy (z = 14.1+0.5

−0.4, z = 13.6+0.4
−0.7, z = 13.9+1.0

−1.0 and z =14.1+0.3
−1.1 respectively).

As an additional check, we measured photometry at549

the position of this source on our images without our550

post-processing residual background subtraction step,551

to ensure any systematic effects at this source position552

did not affect our results. The images already have a553

pedestal background subtracted in the pipeline, so the554

relative colors should be secure when measured in this555

way. We found that this set of photometry was con-556

sistent with our fiducial photometry, and eazy returns557 ∫
P(z > 12) = 0.95. Therefore it is unlikely that our sky558

subtraction routine negatively affected our result.559

Dust-reddened foreground galaxies are another poten-560

tial source of contamination. However, Maisie’s Galaxy561

is not significantly detected in the deepest mid- and562

far-infrared, sub-millimeter and radio data available for563

this sky region, including Spitzer MIPS 24µm (Magnelli564

et al. 2009), Herschel PACS 100µm and 160µm (Lutz565

et al. 2011), Herschel SPIRE 250µm, 350µm, and 500µm566

(Oliver et al. 2012), JCMT SCUBA2 850µm (Geach567

et al. 2017), and VLA 10 cm (Dickinson, priv. comm.).568

4.2.1. Stellar Screening569

Low-mass stars and brown-dwarfs can have colors that570

mimic high-redshift galaxies in broadband filters (e.g571

Yan et al. 2003; Ryan et al. 2005; Caballero et al. 2008;572

Wilkins et al. 2014) in the absence of longer wavelength573

observations (λobs&2 mum). We explore this possibility574

following the methodology in Finkelstein et al. (2022).575

In brief, we derive a grid of models for the colors of low-576

mass stars and brown dwarfs (spectral types of M4–T8)577

in the NIRCam filters, by integrating the IRTF SpEX578

brown dwarf templates (Burgasser 2014). As these spec-579

tra end at 2.5µm, we use the tabulated 2MASS photom-580

etry to link each SpeX model with Spitzer/IRAC pho-581

tometry from Patten et al. (2006). As the differences in582

filter transmission are negligible, we assume we can map583

IRAC 3.6µm onto F356W and 4.5µm onto F444W, how-584

ever this assumption will need to be revisited with future585

spectroscopic observations of brown dwarfs with JWST586

at λ & 2.5 µm. We estimate the best brown dwarf tem-587

plate would be an L1-dwarf, and such a source would588

have blue near-infrared color of F150W−F200W < 0.75589

mag. This is strongly ruled out by our observation of590

F150W−F200W>2.5 mag. Additionally, our size anal-591

ysis in §5.2, which shows that this source is inconsistent592

with a point source.593
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Table 2. Measured Photometry of Maisie’s Galaxy

F606W F814W F115W F150W F200W F277W F356W F410M F444W

1.26±2.31 0.4±2.9 −0.71±1.91 0.59±2.45 23.90±2.46 26.71±1.61 21.84±1.46 21.25±3.34 17.73±3.42

Note—Fluxes are in nJy. AB magnitudes can be derived via: −2.5 log10 (fν [nJy]) + 31.4.

4.2.2. Photometric Accuracy594

While our fiducial photometric measurements were595

derived in as robust a manner as possible, different596

software packages require different parameters and as-597

sumptions, which could lead to unknown systematic bi-598

ases. We thus independently derive NIRCam photom-599

etry from our images with two independent software600

packages. The first method is Photutils from Python’s601

astropy package (Bradley et al. 2020). Source detec-602

tion was performed on a combined F277W and F356W603

image and the resulting segmentation image passed to604

the Photutils SourceCatalog routine, which carried605

out aperture-matched photometry on the background-606

subtracted, PSF-matched images in each filter.607

The second method is a custom photometry package,608

where photometry is measured in circular apertures with609

radii ranging from 0.10′′ to 0.35′′, applying aperture cor-610

rections for point-like sources (<0.1 mag for r>0.25′′),611

and after locally (30′′ box) aligning the images (Pérez-612

González et al. 2008). Sky noise measurements in a 6′′ ×613

6′′ box around the source take into account correlated614

noise and are used to quote 5σ upper limits for non-615

detections. Photometric differences for each band are616

smaller than 0.1 mag for apertures between 0.2′′ and617

0.35′′, 0.3-0.6 mag fainter for smaller radii, indicating618

that the source is (slightly) resolved. This method was619

applied to the non-PSF-matched imaging.620

Comparing results between our fiducial SE photome-621

try and these independent methods, we find extremely622

high consistency. The ratio between our fiducial fluxes623

and these photometry values in the four broadbands624

with significant detections is within 5–15%. The upper625

limits in F115W and F150W are similar to our fiducial626

values. The F150W−F200W Lyman-α break colors were627

>2.9 and >2.5 mag from Photutils and the custom628

method, respectively. These are the same or stronger629

than our fiducial values, as both methods find a some-630

what stronger F200W flux than we find, possibly due to631

the use of the non-PSF matched images. Comparing col-632

ors, our measured F277W−F356W color of −0.2 ±0.3 is633

in between, and consistent with, these two codes values634

of −0.1 ± 0.2 (Photutils) and −0.4±0.3 (custom). We635

conclude that while differences in photometric packages636

and associated assumptions can affect the photometry637

at the ∼10% level, this does not affect the validity of our638

candidate as these independent methods find a consis-639

tently strong Lyman-α break followed by a blue spectral640

slope, fully consistent with our interpretation of a z ∼641

14 galaxy.642

4.2.3. Photometric Redshift Accuracy643

Similar to photometry, different photometric redshift644

packages can also impart biases on results. While we645

have used a well-tested fiducial package in eazy, and646

implemented a new set of templates customized for very647

high-redshift galaxies, it is prudent to explore whether648

other packages would find different photometric redshift649

results. As we discuss below, we have run the Prospec-650

tor (Johnson et al. 2021), Bagpipes (Carnall et al.651

2018), Cigale (Burgarella et al. 2005; Noll et al. 2009;652

Boquien et al. 2019) and Dense Basis (Iyer & Gawiser653

2017; Iyer et al. 2019) SED-fitting codes on our fiducial654

photometry. While for the stellar population properties655

discussed below, we use our eazy-derived P(z) as a red-656

shift prior, we also performed an independent run with657

the redshift as a free parameter. Figure 3 shows our658

fiducial eazy P(z) along with the redshift PDFS from659

these independent runs.660

These five results show remarkable consistency, all661

preferring z > 12 with no significant low-redshift so-662

lutions. All four codes find results simular to our fidu-663

cial eazy run. Prospector finds z = 14.1+0.5
−0.4, Bag-664

pipes finds z = 13.3+0.5
−0.7, Cigale finds z = 13.9+1.0

−1.0, and665

Dense Basis finds 14.10+0.32
−1.10. Combining the posteri-666

ors of all four photometric redshift estimates provides a667

redshift PDF in agreement with our fiducial eazy results668

with a median redshift of 13.8, and a 97.5% confidence669

that z > 12.4. We conclude that systematic biases due670

to choices in photometric redshift analyses are not affect-671

ing our results. Our fiducial result uses that from eazy672

as it used templates trained on observations, while the673

full grids spanned by the other four codes may include674

nonphysical parameter combinations.675

4.2.4. Contamination Estimation676

To determine the likelihood that our selection criteria677

would produce a low-redshift contaminant we imposed678
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Figure 4. Left) Plot showing our fiducial photometry of Maisie’s Galaxy alongside best-fit SED models from the SED fitting
code Prospector (red line; fiducial, see Table 1), Bagpipes (black), Cigale (green dotted) and Dense Basis (blue dotted).
Right) Posterior distributions of the key stellar population properties from all four codes. The panels show stellar mass, mass
weighted age, dust attenuation and SFR averaged over the last 10 Myrs. The vertical dotted lines indicate the mean of the
posteriors. Posteriors of attenuation are consistent between all four codes. Prospector prefers a younger age than the other
three because of a recent burst in the SFH of this object. As a consequence of the burst, Prospector also estimates a lower
SFR. The four estimates of the stellar mass posteriors exhibit significant overlap, though the median values differ by ± 0.4 dex.
Future observations in the rest-optical with MIRI could break these degeneracies.

our same selection criteria cuts on the simulated cat-679

alogs used for all the mock CEERS observations. We680

note that there are zero z > 10 sources in this cata-681

log so recovery of any source using these selection cri-682

teria would indicate contamination of our high-redshift683

sample. More information about the simulation used684

can be found in Yung et al. (2022) and Somerville et al.685

(2021). We use the perturbed fluxes as described in Lar-686

son et al. (2022, in prep) which use the same method687

as determined by Bagley et al. (2022, in prep) where688

they modeled the noise in simulated JWST images to689

have a Voigt profile distribution. We used the 1σ-depth690

in each filter for our errors and ran the whole catalog691

through eazy. As our catalog-level fluxes do not have692

aperture-specific fluxes we cannot impose criteria based693

on those fluxes. We apply the following selection crite-694

ria to the simulated catalog: SNR in both F200W and695

F277W > 6,
∫
P(z > 8) ≥ 0.9, zbest > 8.5, χ2

EAZY < 20,696

SNR ≤ 1.5 in F606W & F814W & F115W & F150W,697

F200W magnitude < 29, F200W-F444W color < 1, and698

χ2
Low−z − χ2

fiducial > 4. Finally, matching the values to699

those of Maisie’s Galaxy, which exhibits SNR > 10 in700

both F200W and F277W and
∫
P(z > 12) ≥ 0.99, we701

find zero sources that meet our criteria. This provides702

further evidence that Maisie’s Galaxy has a high-redshift703

nature.704

4.2.5. CANDELS WFC3 Images705

Given the much greater sensitivity of NIRCam, we706

do not expect to detect this source in HST WFC3 IR707

images. These images were not included in our fiducial708

SE analysis as they had not yet been pixel aligned given709

the short time since NIRCam data acquisition. However,710

upon inspection we find a hint of a positive signal at711

the position of the source in the F160W image. Indeed,712

while the source is not in in the published Stefanon et al.713

(2017) and Skelton et al. (2014) catalogs, there is a 3.5σ714

detection at a separation of 0.15′′ in the Finkelstein et al.715

(2022) catalog (this catalog has SNR < 2 in all other716

HST filters).717

Using SE we perform forced photometry at this posi-718

tion on the CANDELS 60 mas images, and measure a719

flux of 10.1 ± 3.0 nJy in a 0.2′′-diameter aperture, and720

25.2 ± 7.3 nJy in a 0.4′′-diameter aperture, consistent721

with the SNR from the Finkelstein et al. (2022) cata-722

log. Tests placing 20,000 random non-overlapping aper-723

tures of size 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4′′ in blank-sky regions of724

the F160W images (identifed by the segmentation map)725

yield fluxes of this level or higher roughly 5% of the time,726

consistent with this being roughly a 3σ detection in a727

noise distribution with non-Gaussian tails (similar 5%728

spurious rates were found in several independant tests).729

While this flux may thus be spurious in origin, we ex-730

plore how our results would change if it is astrophysical.731

We re-measured the photometric redshift using all HST732

measurements from the Finkelstein et al. (2022) catalog.733
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The resulting P(z) is bimodal, with a peak at our fiducial734

redshift of z ∼ 14–15, and another at z ∼ 12.5–13. The735

majority of the probability density (67%) is still at z >736

13. This secondary redshift solution could be explained737

by a very strong Lyα emission line in the ∼100 Å win-738

dow between the red cutoff of the F150W and F160W739

filters at ∼1.68µm (z ∼ 12.8). Such a line would need740

to have a rest-frame equivalent width & 300Å, well in741

excess of any observed source even much later in the742

epoch of reionization (e.g. Jung et al. 2020; De Barros743

et al. 2017; Pentericci et al. 2018). Whether this source744

is truly a “run-of-the-mill” z ∼ 14 galaxy, or an excep-745

tional z ∼ 13 galaxy in an early ionized bubble, either746

would be an exciting and unexpected discovery.747

Due to the low signal-to-noise of the F160W detection748

coupled with the updated photometric redshift continu-749

ing to prefer z ∼ 14 over z ∼ 13, and the extreme low750

likelihood that such an extreme object would happen751

to reside in our field at a precise redshift to create this752

F160W signal, we use our fiducial (non-HST) photomet-753

ric redshifts for the remainder of this paper. Future work754

with pixel-aligned HST+NIRCam mosaics will improve755

this methodology.756

5. DISCUSSION757

5.1. Physical Properties758

The five photometric detections afforded by NIRCam759

allow us the unprecedented opportunity to study the760

physical properties of a galaxy potentially only ∼300761

Myr after the Big Bang. Our fiducial stellar population762

modeling is done with the Prospector Bayesian SED763

fitting code (Johnson et al. 2021). We follow the same764

procedures as in Tacchella et al. (2022) and we refer765

the reader there for more details. Briefly, we model the766

SED with a 13-parameter model that includes redshift767

(prior is set to the posterior of Eazy), stellar mass, stel-768

lar and gas-phase metallicities, dust attenuation (two-769

component dust model including birth-cloud dust atten-770

uating young stars (< 10 Myr) and nebular emission, a771

diffuse component for the whole galaxy with a flexible772

attenuation law; 3 parameters), and an ionization pa-773

rameter for the nebular emission. We adopt a flexible774

SFH prescription with 6 time bins (the first two look-775

back time bins are spaced at 0− 5 Myr and 5− 10 Myr,776

while the other four are log-spaced out to z = 20; 5777

free parameters) and with the bursty-continuity prior.778

Furthermore, we assume the MIST stellar models (Choi779

et al. 2017) and a Chabrier (2003) IMF.780

To explore how robust these properties are, we per-781

form an independent fit with the Bayesian Bagpipes782

(Carnall et al. 2018), Cigale (Burgarella et al. 2005;783

Noll et al. 2009; Boquien et al. 2019) and Dense Ba-784

sis (Iyer & Gawiser 2017; Iyer et al. 2019) SED-fitting785

codes. For Bagpipes we assumed a simple exponential786

star formation history with a Chabrier IMF, a Calzetti787

dust attenuation law and included nebular emission with788

an ionization parameter of 10−3, with Bruzual & Char-789

lot (2003) stellar population models. For Cigale, we790

assume a delayed star formation history after checking791

that adding a burst does not significantly modify the re-792

sults. Bruzual & Charlot (2003) models with a Chabrier793

IMF and was used. Dense Basis was run using the flex-794

ible non-parametric SFH model and priors described in795

Iyer et al. (2019), assuming a Calzetti dust law and a796

Chabrier IMF.797

The marginalized posterior values of the inferred798

physical properties from Prospector are summarized799

in Table 1 and Fig. 4. We infer a stellar mass of800

log(M∗/M�) = 8.5+0.3
−0.3. The attenuation in this galaxy801

is rather low with AV = 0.06+0.23
−0.04 mag, though we stress802

that this is not well constrained because we only fit the803

rest-UV and it is degenerate with the slope of the at-804

tenuation law (which is variable in this fit). However,805

the low dust attenuation is in agreement with the mea-806

sured UV spectral slope β = −2.32+0.11
−0.20 (measured using807

the same techniques as in Tacchella et al. 2022). This808

blue color implies little dust, though does not require809

extremely low metallicities (e.g. Finkelstein et al. 2012;810

Dunlop et al. 2013; Bouwens et al. 2014). Interestingly,811

this galaxy is about as blue as z ∼ 7 galaxies of similar812

mass (Finkelstein et al. 2012), implying little evolution813

in chemical enrichment between these two epochs.814

We infer a SFR10 (average of the past 10 Myr6) of815

4 M� yr−1 and the corresponding sSFR10 is 10−7.9 yr−1.816

By looking at the posterior distribution of the SFH, it817

becomes apparent that the model for this galaxy had an818

episode of elevated star formation 10− 20 Myr ago with819

a SFR of 6+22
−4 M� yr−1, i.e. the SFR has been slightly820

decreasing in the recent 10 Myr. This explains the mass-821

weighted age of 16+45
−6 Myr. This is also consistent with822

the half-mass formation time of dark matter halos at823

z ∼ 14 of a few tens of Myr (Tacchella et al. 2018).824

These Prospector-based posterior distributions are825

consistent with the ones from Bagpipes, Cigale and826

Dense Basis (see Fig. 4), though the difference in age827

is large (age is defined at half-mass time, t50, which is828

close to the mass-weighted age). Bagpipes, Cigale829

and Dense Basis prefer higher age values (although830

the posterior distributions are also broader) with 63+33
−58831

6 Although the SFR10 would be best estimated from nebular emis-
sion lines, the (F)UV actually also probes such short timescales,
in particular for bursty star formation (e.g. Caplar & Tacchella
2019; Flores Velázquez et al. 2021) expected at these redshifts.
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Myr, 42 ± 19 Myr, and 70.5+24.0
−39.0 Myr respectively. The832

SFH inferred from Dense Basis shows a recent burst of833

star formation in the last ∼ 30 Myr. The larger mass-834

weighted age comes from the long tail of low-level star835

formation in the galaxy leading up to the recent burst.836

The spread in these results could be explained by differ-837

ences in SFHs (e.g., non-parametric versus parametric),838

and also the lack of observational constraints in the rest-839

frame optical.840

Several pre-JWST studies have focused on inferring841

SFHs and stellar ages of z ≈ 8 − 10 galaxies (e.g.842

Hashimoto et al. 2018; Laporte et al. 2021; Stefanon843

et al. 2022). Specifically, Tacchella et al. (2022) – us-844

ing Prospector with the same bursty continuity prior845

– found a diversity of stellar ages, ranging from 10846

Myr to 260 Myr, and stellar masses (109 − 1011 M�),847

with more massive galaxies being older. In particu-848

lar the galaxies at z ≈ 9 − 10 with stellar masses at849

the higher end and the older ages (t50 ≈ 100 Myr)850

are consistent with being the descendants of Maisie’s851

Galaxy. Recently, Naidu et al. (2022) inferred the prop-852

erties of two galaxies at z ≈ 10.6 and z ≈ 12.4 (see also853

Castellano et al. 2022) with Prospector and a sim-854

ilar setup, allowing us do a useful comparison. Their855

two galaxies have log(M∗/M�) = 9.4+0.3
−0.3 and 9.0+0.3

−0.4,856

SFR50Myr = 12+9
−4 M� yr−1 and 7+4

−3 M� yr−1, and857

t50 = 111+43
−54 Myr and 71+33

−32 Myr, respectively. This858

is older than what we infer for our galaxy, though this859

age difference could be explained by the stellar mass860

difference, along with the higher preferred redshift for861

Maisie’s Galaxy. Importantly, detailed stellar popula-862

tion analyses of early galaxies will advance significantly863

with JWST, in particular when including spectroscopic864

information.865

5.2. Source Morphology866

We derive the sizes of Maisie’s Galaxy using two mor-867

phological fitting codes, GalfitM7 (Häußler et al. 2013)868

and statmorph8 (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2019). Gal-869

fitM is a modified version of Galfit9 (Peng et al.870

2002; Peng et al. 2010), a least-squares fitting algorithm871

that finds the optimum Sérsic fit to a galaxy’s light pro-872

file. We perform fits using GalfitM by allowing the873

Sérsic index to vary between 0.01 and 8, the magnitude874

of the galaxy between 0 and 45, and rhalf between 0.3875

and 200 pixels (on our 0.03′′ pixel scale). As input,876

we use a 100×100 pixel cutout of the F200W science877

image, the segmentation map created by Source Ex-878

7 https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/astronomy/megamorph/
8 https://statmorph.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
9 https://users.obs.carnegiescience.edu/peng/work/galfit/galfit.html

tractor, and the empirical PSF measured from our879

CEERS2 pointing, which we allow GalfitM to over-880

sample relative to the data by a factor of nine. We esti-881

mate the uncertainty on our fits by conducting a Monte882

Carlo analysis where we modify the input F200W sci-883

ence image to randomly vary the pixel-to-pixel noise,884

recompute the parameters, and then repeat this analy-885

sis 40 times.886

Following this procedure, we measure a half-light ra-887

dius of 3.3±0.3 pixels (0.1 ± 0.01′′), which corresponds888

to a physical size of 330 ± 30 pc at z = 14. We check889

these results using the standard configuration of Stat-890

morph, a Python package developed to calculate the891

nonparametric morphology of galaxies as well as com-892

pute single Sérsic fits. Using the same images as in-893

put, we find a half-light radius of 3.9 pixels, in good894

agreement with the measurement from GalfitM. We895

repeat this measurement for the F277W filter and a896

stacked F200W+F277W image and find consistent re-897

sults. The measured half-light radius of 3.3±0.3 is sig-898

nificantly larger than that expected for a point-source899

(the median rh for our PSF stars is 1.8 ± 0.3 pixels),900

further ruling out a stellar origin for this source.901

5.3. Comparison to Model Predictions902

In Figure 5 we present predictions from a range of the-903

oretical models, including the First Light And Reioni-904

sation Epoch Simulations (FLARES, Lovell et al. 2021;905

Vijayan et al. 2021; Wilkins et al. 2022), a suite of hy-906

drodynamical cosmological zoom simulations; the large907

periodic volume hydrodynamical simulation Bluetides908

(Feng et al. 2016; Wilkins et al. 2017); the Delphi (Dayal909

et al. 2014, 2022) and Santa Cruz SAM (Yung et al.910

2019, 2020) semi-analytical models, the semi-empirical911

UniverseMachine (Behroozi et al. 2020), Mason et al.912

(2015), and Behroozi & Silk (2015) models. For the913

FLARES, Delphi, and Behroozi & Silk (2015) models,914

we show both the attenuated and un-attenuated (intrin-915

sic) predictions. These predictions were made by inter-916

polating and integrating either the binned or Schechter917

luminosity functions across z = 15→ 13 taking account918

of the areal size of the CEERS observations. Almost919

all of these models predict an expected source density920

much less than one, making the observation of even a921

single object at this redshift and magnitude surprising922

and potentially hinting at significant differences between923

the physical assumptions in these models and the real924

early universe.925

The exception is the Behroozi & Silk (2015) model,926

which extrapolated galaxy formation to high redshifts927

by assuming that the ratio between galaxies’ sSFRs and928

their host halos’ specific accretion rates remained con-929

https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/astronomy/megamorph/
https://statmorph.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://users.obs.carnegiescience.edu/peng/work/galfit/galfit.html
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Figure 5. Theoretical predictions from a range of simulations in the recent literature. The left panel shows the predicted
number of sources at m < 28 (the approximate brightness of our source) and 13 < z < 15 over our survey area of 34.5 sq.
arcmin. The vertical axis and the values above each bar give the number predicted. Dark (light) shading denotes the value
derived from models with (without) dust attenuation applied. The right panel shows these same theoretical predictions, now
showing the cumulative number as a function of apparent magnitude. The bulk of these models predict that m ∼ 28 galaxies
at z > 13 are not highly likely, though the Behroozi & Silk (2015) model, which has no accelerated decline in the cosmic
SFR density at z > 8, has the least tension. However, our detection of one source has a large Poisson (and cosmic variance)
uncertainty (gray shading in the left panel), so strong conclusions cannot yet be made.

stant, which they showed was equivalent to assuming930

that galaxies’ stellar masses are proportional to a power931

of their host halo masses. This model was constrained932

only with observational data at z ≤ 8, and predicted933

no change in the slope of the CSFR relation with red-934

shift at z > 8. As a result, it predicted many more935

high-redshift galaxies than later models that were con-936

strained to match z ∼ 9 and ∼ 10 data from HST that937

suggested more rapid declines in the number densities of938

early galaxies. We caution against over-interpretation,939

as the current sample contains only a single object with940

a consequently large Poisson error in addition to addi-941

tional uncertainty due to cosmic variance. Nevertheless,942

if confirmed, the existence of this object places infor-943

mative constraints on galaxy formation models in this944

epoch.945

5.4. Comparisons to Extrapolations from Lower946

Redshift947

We are now only just getting our first glimpse into this948

epoch with the first JWST data. Nonetheless, we can949

compare our observed number density to a few recent950

observations. We calculate a rough number density for951

MUV = −20 galaxies assuming a top-hat selection func-952

tion over 12 < z < 15. This is overly simplistic, and does953

not account for incompleteness (which, although this is954

a >10σ detection, certainly is non-unity due to our strin-955

gent selection criteria). Nonetheless it is illustrative of956

a rough number density. We find a maximum volume957

over the CEERS first-epoch area of 1.33 × 105 Mpc3,958

for a number density for our singular source of 7.5+9.5
−1.3 ×959

10−6 Mpc−3 (where the uncertainties are Poisson based960

on our detection of one object).961

We illustrate this number density in Figure 6. Our962

derived number density is not inconsistent with a va-963

riety of observational constraints at z ∼ 10, as well as964

recent results at z ∼ 12–13. The solid gray line shows965

the predicted z = 14 Schechter function from Finkel-966

stein (2016), which is extrapolated from an empirical967

fit to observations at z = 4–8, assuming smooth redshift968

evolution. Interestingly, our rough number density mea-969

surement is in excellent agreement with this prediction,970

which would support its assumption of a smooth decline971

in the luminosity function (and in the corresponding972

star-formation rate density). We show a double-power973

law (DPL) evolving model, here at z = 12, from Finkel-974

stein & Bagley (2022). This is also consistent with our975

results at the faint end.976

As noted by several previous studies the bright-end of977

the luminosity function at z ≥ 9 exhibits an interest-978

ing excess over predicted levels (e.g. Bowler et al. 2020;979

Rojas-Ruiz et al. 2020; Morishita et al. 2018; Bagley980

et al. 2022; Finkelstein et al. 2022). While our survey981
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Figure 6. A view on the luminosity function at z ≥10.
The shaded light blue regions show observational constraints
at z ∼ 10 Bagley et al. (2022); Finkelstein et al. (2022),
while the thin line shows the z = 9 DPL luminosity func-
tion from Bowler et al. (2020). The remaining points show
z > 12 results from this work (triangle), the ground-based
work of Harikane et al. (2022), and the recent JWST work
of Naidu et al. (2022). The thick lines show empirical lumi-
nosity function models which evolve smoothly with redshift,
with the solid line denoting a Schechter function evolved
to z = 14 (Finkelstein 2016), and the dashed line a DPL
evolved to z = 12 (Finkelstein & Bagley 2022). The con-
straints placed by our observations on the faint-end of the
luminosity function are consistent with a smooth decline out
to z ∼ 14. However, brighter observations are still in excess
of the bright-extension of these smoothly-declining functions.
The shaded box shows the parameter-space reached by the
upcoming COSMOS-Web survey, which will probe the very
bright end at these redshifts.

area does not yet probe the volume densities needed to982

reach these brighter potential z = 14 galaxies, if the983

high-redshift luminosity function follows a DPL form,984

the forthcoming 0.6 deg2 COSMOS-Web survey (PIs985

Kartaltepe & Casey) should be able to discover this986

population. In combination with the full Cycle 1 slate987

of surveys, including the completed CEERS imaging, it988

will afford a more complete view of the z = 14 universe.989

6. CONCLUSIONS990

We present the results from a search for ultra-high-991

redshift galaxy candidates from the first epoch of NIR-992

Cam imaging from the JWST CEERS survey. We use993

imaging from both the short and long-wavelength cam-994

eras over four pointings, covering 34.5 sq. arcmin in the995

F115W, F150W, F200W, F277W, F356W, F410W and996

F444W filters, reaching m ∼ 29 (5σ) in the deepest997

bands. We measure photometry using Source Ex-998

tractor, with an emphasis on robust measurements999

of colors, total fluxes, and uncertainties.1000

We estimate photometric redshifts with the EAZY1001

software package, including new blue templates designed1002

to better recover the colors of very distant galaxies. We1003

develop iteratively a set of conservative selection criteria1004

to select candidate galaxies at z > 12. We find an initial1005

sample of nine candidate galaxies, with only one can-1006

didate galaxy satisfying stringent non-detections (SNR1007

<1.5) in all dropout bands, and detected at >10σ in the1008

detection bands.1009

This object, dubbed Maisie’s Galaxy, has a photomet-1010

ric redshift of 14.3+0.4
−1.1, and was found in the CEERS21011

field. We explored all known potential sources of con-1012

tamination, including instrumental effects, systematic1013

biases in the analysis, and contamination by lower-1014

redshift galaxies or Galactic stars. We find that none of1015

these alternative explanations can account for the ob-1016

servations, leaving us with the conclusion that it is a1017

robust z ∼ 14 galaxy candidate.1018

We explore the physical properties of this unexpected1019

galaxy. As might be expected for such an early epoch,1020

this galaxy is blue, with a UV spectral slope β = −2.3,1021

consistent with low levels of dust attenuation. Stellar1022

population modeling with multiple codes are in agree-1023

ment that this source has a modest stellar mass of log1024

(M/M�) ∼8.5, with a high log sSFR of −7.9 yr−1. The1025

mass-weighted age of Maisie’s Galaxy is young, with a1026

median of ∼20 Myr, though stellar populations as old as1027

150 Myr (zform > 20) cannot be ruled out. The galaxy1028

candidate is significantly resolved, with rh = 3.3 ± 0.31029

pixels, for a physical size of ∼330 pc at z = 14.1030

We compare the abundance of this single galaxy both1031

to model predictions and previous observations. We find1032

that the presence of this source is unexpected based on1033

most model predictions, though given our sample size1034

the tension is modest at best. However, both semi-1035

empirical models and empirical extrapolations, which1036

assume a smooth decline in the SFR density at z > 8,1037

predict volume densities of such z ∼ 14 sources in agree-1038

ment with our observations. Should more such sources1039

be found in early JWST surveys, it would provide fur-1040

ther evidence against accelerated decline SFR density1041

scenarios.1042

Such a galaxy population would also present chal-1043

lenges for a variety of dark matter models with sup-1044

pressed power on small scales, such as fuzzy dark matter1045

(e.g. Sullivan et al. 2018), and possibly even for stan-1046

dard ΛCDM models. Additionally, the presence of this1047

galaxy ∼300 Myr after the Big Bang may be consistent1048
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with redshifted 21-cm absorption at z ∼ 18 reported by1049

the Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of Reion-1050

ization Signature (EDGES Bowman et al. 2018), and1051

reported to be caused by light from the first stars.1052

We note that this source has a low significance de-1053

tection in HST F160W. Our tests show that this signal1054

may be spurious, but if it is astrophysical in origin, it1055

would indicate an extraordinary galaxy at z ∼ 13 with1056

a rest-frame Lyα equivalent width of >300 Å. Such an1057

object would necessitate an extreme (e.g. Malhotra &1058

Rhoads 2002) stellar population (very low metallicity,1059

or a very early accreting super-massive black hole) re-1060

siding in an unprecedentedly early ionized bubble, an1061

equally exciting result.1062

We caution the reader that this galaxy is a candidate.1063

While we have exhausted multiple avenues to explore1064

whether its presence in our data could be caused by in-1065

strumental effects, whether our measurement techniques1066

were biased, or whether its colors could be consistent1067

with lower-redshift sources, the “gold standard” of dis-1068

tance measurements is spectroscopic confirmation. Such1069

confirmation should be possible in modest exposure1070

times with the NIRSpec and/or MIRI spectrographs on1071

board JWST. The combination of larger samples be-1072

ing compiled by JWST Cycle 1 programs, including1073

the remainder of CEERS, COSMOS-Web (PIs Kartal-1074

tepe & Casey), JADES (PIs Rieke & Ferruit), PRIMER1075

(PI Dunlop), PEARLS (Windhorst et al., in prep) and1076

NGDEEP (PIs Finkelstein, Papovich, & Pirzkal) cou-1077

pled with subsequent spectroscopic followup will further1078

illuminate the earliest phases of galaxy formation.1079
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Table 3. Information for Potential z > 13 Candidates

Catalog ID RA Dec F200W F277W F606W F814W F115W F150W F200W F277W

(J2000) (J2000) (mag) (mag) SNR SNR SNR SNR SNR SNR

Maisie’s Galaxy 214.943153 52.942449 27.95 27.83 0.48 0.11 0.0 −0.4 11.9 18.5

CEERS–624 214.990084 53.003670 28.25 28.32 0.47 0.80 0.7 1.9 9.2 9.3

CEERS–608 214.905781 52.946391 26.74 26.87 2.29 -0.02 -0.3 1.7 12.4 10.7

CEERS–1173 214.891187 52.932738 26.81 26.86 -0.06 1.67 1.0 1.7 17.3 17.2

CEERS–2676 214.909694 52.937121 28.43 28.67 1.78 1.60 0.9 -0.5 16.4 11.6

CEERS–4868 214.908768 52.922180 28.08 28.01 2.16 1.84 1.3 0.5 13.4 11.3

CEERS–6772 214.775181 52.817152 27.42 27.67 -0.14 2.07 0.8 0.3 10.1 8.7

CEERS–11984 214.886659 52.829882 27.97 28.45 0.60 3.15 1.5 1.7 11.9 7.6

CEERS–971 214.867674 52.864955 28.38 28.34 0.44 -0.18 0.7 0.9 7.4 8.1

Note—SNRs were measured in 0.3′′-diameter apertures. Magnitudes quoted are corrected to total from the Kron aperture
fluxes. The top row shows Maisie’s Galaxy for comparison, while the remaining rows show the final set of objects removed
when requiring SNR < 1.5 in a dropout band and the HST/ACS bands. The quantities in bold denote those responsible
for removing the objects from the sample. This is typically due to SNR >1.5 in a dropout band. The exception is ID=971,
which is a valid candidate, but was removed from the sample for this paper when we made a cut at SNR>10 in the
detection bands to focus on only the most robust sources.

APPENDIX1290

Here we provide a table of the eight galaxy candidates (in addition to Maisie’s Galaxy) which satisfied all except our1291

final, most stringent set of selection criteria. In the table, we put in bold the quantity which resulted in the removal1292

of a given object. Some of these objects may be true z > 13 galaxies, thus they are worthy of further study.1293
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